Dear Michael and Donald,
This second open letter follows on from our meeting on Oct 2nd when we discussed the proposed FGC
evaluation by the WWC. Whilst we have not heard further from you, colleagues in the FGC field have
sent us the FGC RCT research protocol and this has ensured we have kept up to date with the work.
We understand that the design is largely unchanged since we met. We sent you our key concerns after
the meeting and we reproduce these below:
‘Following our helpful discussion, and your welcome suggestion of keeping the dialogue open, we
think the following three points are the most important ones to consider in the next few weeks and
months of development:
1. The need to have clear legal protocols around any denial of FGC option: we would like to comment
further once proposals are made. We retain very strong reservations about the ethical basis for
randomisation in the manner proposed at PLO stage, and question what additional strength this is
likely to give to the study (as compared to a 'natural experiment' where FGCs are provided to all who
want one wherever there is capacity to provide one).
2. A fundamental issue for the study, agreed by all, is the importance of FGC integrity. There are
severe problems likely in obtaining this, as we described when we met. We welcome the idea of a full
review by the Leeds and Camden FGC teams to ensure the values and processes are authentic and
look forward to details. It will also be important that the qualitative arm of the proposed study
captures these factors as research data during the study.
3. The need for the primary outcome measure to be one related to the intention of the FGC process,
and to reflect what FGC is for, around voice, agency, decency, rights.’
It is evident from the protocol that our concerns, and the expertise of many of those in the field, have
not influenced the study:





The protocol makes clear the focus of the study is the role of FGCs in influencing rates of entry
into care. As we explained at length when we met, FGCs were built on notions of families
(including children) exercising their rights and responsibilities, and not as gatekeeping or
diversionary strategies for professional systems and services. We have repeatedly reinforced
that FGCs are best understood as an exercising of these rights and responsibilities, not an
intervention to manage demand.
In the protocol we cannot see evidence of the review process you outlined (involving Leeds
and Camden) to ensure FGC integrity and authenticity.
The protocol does not make clear how families will access legal advice about their choices,
who will provide this and pay for it (given it is an additional service), and critically how families
will feel able to exercise choice and control about an RCT at a time when they are fearful about
state intervention in their children’s lives. As our earlier letter made clear, children have a
right to know they received all the help that was possible to make the best plans for their wellbeing, denying access to an additional service at the point of pre proceedings in order to
generate evidence for professionals does not sit comfortably with this reasonable
expectation.

In essence, we remain concerned that the RCT measures the wrong thing, in the wrong way and at a
cost to families and their children. There is much expertise in the field that could build a co-produced
study that would reflect the rights based framework underpinning FGCs, and in so doing exercise
respect for families and children as full participants in care processes.

We know that we were not alone in flagging all these concerns with you and offering our assistance.
We remain deeply troubled by the position in which families are being placed by this study, and about
the precedents being set.
As before, we hope this second open letter will inform and support wider debate.
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